


Solid States

My fascination for natural, organic processes is evoked by the precision and logic of their structure. A recipe 
for a dough can hardly be taken as advise as opposed to being a quite strict set of rules. Obviously, once the 
chemical logic to it is understood, minor, even mayor alterations may be made. But they will need practice 
and try and error and cannot be called upon in the same logic as say a code with a defined outcome.
While baking bread, the simple act of overheating the buttermilk will lead to problems in the dough‘s rising. 
Size and consistency of the bread depend on that very process.

While we wait for the dough to rise I feed the goats some bread. I think about things being definitive and fi-
xed as opposed to the things that I can change deliberately, processes in my life that could be altered without 
much ado. Mundane things like my not having more than 
my suitcase, giving up make-up because I do not have a mirror or the mere application takes too long. Cof-
fee without milk, dishes without meat, matrasses without frames. I try to be unattached with no hard feelings 
upon leaving. Flexible in body and mind, soft in tolerance.

I feel my nervous agitation to fasten the baking process. I produce a fight about the importance of the rules 
because I am agnostic to the definitiveness of the order of tasks as much as to the precise amounts. A force 
in me tries to brake the defined structure, tries to dare this old rule to proof its actually meaningless. Not 
because I despise it. It‘s like pulling and pushing between something fluid and vague and something solid 
and imperative.
I am Amazed about the consequences of the mistakes I make deliberately - consequences ever so precisely – 
I am measuring up my life to a piece of bread.

When the mold appeared I had to hurry. It was an investigation so I couldn‘t have predicted the exact time. 
The beautiful object suddenly endangered of decay, loss of purpose, changing shape and becoming waste. 
Going to waste when the plan was to feed it back into the chain of consumption, the goats poised for car-
bohydrates. After hours of cutting mold off the material is saved at last. 

The goats that are growing so fast. What does it mean to raise a being that can be used for 
the production of goods? Again faced with unchangeable time based processes. 
Rain will make the bread change, rain will make the goats cry. Their horns will grow faster, maybe, if fed 
more bread, their wool will depend on their hormones and their moods, as much as the climate they grow up 
in. 

My inner urge to break one of these systems, to not comply, is not a violent one. I am raging against doubts. 
The solid states I seek, that I miss, that I refuse. Feeding breadcrumbs to goats, bread from a recipe my mum 
knows.
















